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Ludwig Rudolph is introducing an astrological example (case) in the last paragraph of page 13 without 

displaying the astrological results. He writes (first the original German text followed by the English 

translation): 

Citation \on 

Weibl. Geburt 24. 2. 1939 ca. 4h15 MEZ a.m. 53°39 + Br. 9°49’ ö. Lg. 

Tod 3. 11. 1957 gegen 4h15 MEZ a.m., 53°45‘ + Br., 9°39‘ ö. Lg. 

Es handelt sich um einen plötzlichen Tod durch Unfall (Schädelbruch). Die Geborene war mit einem 

Jugendfreund und seiner Braut vergnügt zusammen gewesen. Alle drei fuhren auf einem Motorroller 

die Braut des Freundes heil nach Hause. Als dann der Freund die Geborene als Soziusfahrerin heim 

brachte, fuhr er plötzlich auf hell erleuchteter Straße gegen eine Mauer, wurde selbst schwer verletzt, 

während die Geborene sofort tot war. 

Um aus dem Lexikon die Formeln zu finden, bilden wir zunächst die Kernstichworte aus dem Ereignis: 

Tod, plötzlicher Tod, plötzlicher Tod in der Allgemeinheit, Tod bei Vergnügungen, Tod durch Unfall, 

Tod durch Auto, Tod durch Gewalt. 

Damit entnehmen wir dem Lexikon die Planetenbilder, deren Achsen wir im Geburts-Horoskop 

untersuchen. 

Wer bei dieser Untersuchung jene Achse erkennt, welche die Mehrzahl der Formeln aus den 

Kernstichworten enthält, darf annehmen, eine Hauptachse gefunden zu haben. Ob das so ist, prüft er 

dadurch, daß er diese Achse um den Sonnenbogen und auch um den doppelten Sonnenbogen 

vorschiebt, wobei er dann darauf achtet, welche persönlichen Punkte und bedeutsamen Bilder dabei 

getroffen werden. 

Wir stellten oben heraus, daß solche Planetenbilder besonders bedeutsam sind, bei denen der eine 

Planet die Achse der beiden anderen ist. Wer solche findet, zeichne ihre Achsen in das Horoskop, sie 

helfen, die bedeutsame Achse für ein so schweres Ereignis, wie dieses, zu finden. Man wird selbst bei 

solchen Untersuchungen bald erkannt haben, daß trigonale Verhältnisse dabei keinen Schutz 

gewähren. 

Wenn man bei einer solchen selber überzeugt ist, das Planetenbild herausgestellt zu haben, welches 

das Ereignis durch die Natur der beteiligten Faktoren so anspricht, wie es erlebt wurde, d. h. in 

unserem Falle: den Tod, den plötzlichen Tod in der Allgemeinheit, durch Verletzung, Unfall, Maschine 

und im Zusammenhang mit Vergnügen und Geselligkeit zeigt, darf man diese Untersuchung als 

erfolgreich abgeschlossen betrachten. 

Man wird dann davon erfüllt sein, einiges gelernt zu haben, was in dieser Lebensechtheit nur Alfred 

Witte lehrte. 

Citation \off 

Engl. Translation: 

Female Nativity, 02/24/1939 approximately 04:15 a.m. CET, Rellingen, near Hamburg, Germany 

Death, 11/03/1957 around 04:15 a.m. CET, Elmshorn, Germany 

It is a sudden death by accident (skull fracture). The native had happily spent time together with a 

childhood friend and his bride. All three rode on a (motorized) scooter the friend’s bride home safely. 
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When then the friend brought the native as a passenger in home, he suddenly drove on a brightly lit 

road against a wall. He himself was seriously injured, while the native was immediately dead. 

To find the formulas from the Lexicon first we form the core keywords from the event. 

Death, sudden death, sudden death in the general public, death during amusements, death by 

accident, death by car, death by violence. 

So, we take from the Lexicon those planetary pictures whose axes we study in the birth chart. 

(Those) who recognize the axis in this investigation which contains the majority of the formulas of the 

core keywords can assume to have (successfully) found the main axis. Whether that’s the case he 

checks it by moving this axis with the solar arc and also (with) the double solar arc whereby he then 

pays attention which personal points and meaningful planetary pictures are hit. 

We emphasized above that such planetary pictures are particularly significant where one planet is the 

axis of the other one. Whoever finds them, put their axes in the horoscope. They help to find the 

significant axis for such a heavy event as this one. One will soon have realized even in such 

investigations that trigons (literally translated: trigonal circumstances) do not provide protections. 

If, in such an investigation, one is convinced that one has singled out the planetary picture, which by 

the nature of the factors involved, addresses the event as it was experienced, that is, in our case: 

death, sudden death in the general public, by injury, accident, machine and in connection with 

pleasure and socializing, one may consider this investigation successfully completed. 

One will then be satisfied with heaving learned something that only Alfred Witte taught in this 

authenticity. 

 

German Lexicon for Planetary Pictures (1957): 

Death: MC+MC-AD, AR+AR-SA, AR+AR-AD, AR+SU-AD, MA+SA, MA+SA-WI, MA+SA-SO, AD+AD, 

AD+AD-AR 

Sudden death: AR+SA-UR, SU+AD-UR, MA+SA-UR, UR+UR-MA/SA 

Death by accident: MA+UR-HA 

Sudden death by accident: SO+UR=MA/SA; MA+UR-NE, UR+NE-SO=MA 

Sudden death in the general public: - 

Death in connection with amusements: - 

Death by machine: MA+HA-ZE=AR 

Violent death: MA+SA-UR 

Death of a female person: VE+AD, MA+SA-MO, MA+SA-VE 
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Lexicon for Planetary Pictures (engl. edition 2021): 

Death: AD, AR+SU-AD, AS+SA-MA, MA+NE-AS 

Main formula for death: MA+SA 

Sudden death: UR+HA, AR+SA-UR, SU+AD-UR, MA+SA-UR 

Sudden coming of death: UR+AD-SA 

Death by accident: MA+UR-HA 

Accident resulting in death: MA+UR-NE 

Sudden death by accident:  

Death in general public: AR+SA 

Death in public: AR+SA-MA 

Death in the company of others: MA+SA-CU 

Death in connection with amusements: - 

Death by machine: MA+HA-ZE 

Violent separation and death: MA+SA-UR 

Death of a female person: MO+AD 

Sudden death of a woman: MO+AD-UR 

To die in youth: SU+ME-AD 

 

Female Nativity, 02/24/1939 approximately 04:15 a.m. CET, Rellingen near Hamburg, Germany 

Death, 11/03/1957 around 04:15 a.m. CET, Elmshorn, Germany 
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Graphic-Chart – Triple Pattern: MA/UR: 

 

Triple Pattern: MARS/URANUS 

NATAL 0 : 

SU/JU 

The wealthy and successful man. The physically happy man. The cheerful man. 

SU/AP 

A day of glory. Many people (bodies). Physical expansion and success. Successes. Fame. Honors. 

The successful man. The man who finds recognition. Days devoted to peaceful matters and days 

which bring success. Commerce, business people, science. 

MO/VE 

The love or affection of women. Feeling. Love. The loving woman. Hours of live. Pregnancy. 

Motherhood. (Nurturing and caring). The people’s love. 

ME 

Mind, thoughts, idea, language, perception, facial expression, intellectual, verbal, message, youth, 

movement, mercantile, enterprising, agile, conscious, thinking, entertaining, unsteady, nerves, 

mercury. Has business acumen, reason, and logic. 

ME/CU 

Thinking of the family. Marriage intentions. Artistic taste. Artistic considerations. Speech, Music. 

Social conversation. Creative hands. 

CU 

Cliques, Marriage, Family, Together, Contacts, Relationships, Community, Society, Circle, Group, 

Participant, Company, Party, Association, Collection, Synthesis, The whole, Organs, Symbiosis, Art, 

Person, Sociable, Sociable, Collective, In need of Connection, Sociable, Entertaining, Capable of 

Synthesis, artistically talented. Involved with others, People Oriented, Companionable, Enjoys 

contact. Sociable, Public-spirited, Group-oriented, Clannish. 
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ZE/PO 

Purposeful, motivated mentality. Mental work and creation. Mental leadership. Leading and 

organizing. A witness to something. To attest to or testify, prove. The conviction, the formal proof, 

the evidence. The certificate or report of a test. 

 

NATAL 22.5 : 

SU/MO 

Partnerships. Parents, friendships. Marriage. The hour of the day. Mental temperament. Man –to- 

woman relationship man and woman as husband and wife. The day and hour during transits (the 

course of the day). Physical relations to women. High tides raised by a storm (tidal phenomena), 

when connected with configurations pointing to catastrophes. 

VE/MA 

Relationship. Intimate friendship. Sexual activity. Acting with devotion, out of love for the cause. To 

enjoy something. Actions of love. Blood brothers. 

AR/PO 

Spirit. Ideas, ghosts, and spirits. Spirituality. The world of the intellectually enriched and civilized. 

The enlightened minds in/of the world. (Media, propaganda). 

 

NATAL 45 : 

MC/AD 

One's firmness, perseverance and steadfastness. To be insensible, apathetic and hard hearted. 

VE/PL 

Considerate. Thinking of the well-being of others. Beginning, harmonious development of love and 

affection. Development of a wish, of a hope. Giving in. Glandular development. 

UR/PO 

Illumination. Light. Enlightenment. Elucidation. Clarification. Clearing. Insight. Even-handed. 

Revelation. "Let there be light." Mentally alert. Signs of life. Lively or alive. Mental tension. Truth. 

The light bearer. Phosphorus. Propaganda. Moving pictures. Television. Even-handed. =NE/SU=MC: 

photographer 

KR/PO 

An immense intellect. High standard of mentality. A person who is near God. Moral behavior. 

Important revelation. The wise person. High-mindedness and intellectual greatness. Culture. 

Cultured government or administration. 

MC/SA 

Thoughtful, serious or slow. Mournful states or afflictions. To feel a burden. To take over a duty. 

Depression, inhibition, loneliness, depression or dejection. To separate. To slow down or hinder 

others. To feel deserted. Taking a new direction in life. Wanting to change jobs. Out of a job. 
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SU/MA 

The man. The husband. The active man. The soldier. 

MC/HA 

Easily offended. Inclined toward serving others. Victimized people. Grief through deficiencies 

causes the feeling of inferiority. Business losses. To have secrets. Ill humored, bereavement and 

grief. To do without. Meanness. Vices. Feeling disgusted. Pursued by misfortune =AS/KR=KR/AP: To 

be deeply in debt. 

 

NATAL 67.5 : 

MA/HA 

Exhausting work. Evil deed. Fatigue. Weariness. Atrocity. Vulgar acts. To cause damages. Base 

services. Male servant. Slaves. Sudden attacks. Murder. Homicide. Unusual death. Serious sickness. 

Faulty or bad actions. Villainy and base action. Physical brutality. Attacks. Victims. 

VE/JU 

Lover's bliss. Rapture of joy. Goldsmiths. Happiness in love. Fortunate in love. 

SA/VU 

Alertness. Fixing something. Hindered, guarded, supervised. Prison. Custody. To supervise, 

preserve, fortify, guard, watch. To be vigilant, alert, on guard. Mighty hindrance. Captivity, 

imprisonment, jail. 

VE/AP 

Peace-loving. Art. Friendship and expanded harmony. Science of art. Science of music. Peace. 

Faithfulness. Harmony with many. =MO/PO=CU: To hear A melody, tune or songs. =ME/SA: not 

gifted in learning languages. =AR/HA=ME: ancient or dead languages. 

HA/VU 

Brute force. The power of evil. Wickedness. Ugliness. Vices. Grave danger. Raw force. Criminals. 

Mean and brutal acts. Capital crimes. Murder. Slavery. Demonic forces. "The dark powers". 

SU/PL 

The motion of the body (exercise). The circulation of fluids. The function of the internal organs. 

Physical development, growth and regeneration of the body. Changed function of the glands and in 

the circulation of the fluids. Physical mutation, change. Nutrition. The assimilation of nourishment. 

Changes in living conditions and diet. 

 

DIRECTED 0° 

AS/AD 

Few acquaintances. Narrow or limited surroundings. Settled. Stationary. Other people are inferior 

and have to yield. Others retire or withdraw; or are pushed into the background, made to feel 

inferior. Narrowed surroundings. Decrease. 
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AS/SA 

Separations from the place or acquaintances. Estrangement. Experiencing refusal. Given the cold 

shoulder. Separation from other persons. Other persons bidding farewell. Spartan surroundings. 

Simplicity. 

VE/NE 

Renouncing love. Misfortune in love. Untrue love. Perversion. Abnormality. Secret love. Rapture. 

Sensitive. Renouncing, false or unhappy love. Deceptive hopes. Hidden and secret feelings, 

sensations, or sentiments. Wrong sex instinct. Disappointment in love. Deceived in one's affections. 

JU/PL 

Fortunate change, development or alteration. Healthy growth. Rehabilitation, recovery. 

PL/AP 

Repetitions. Magnify. Events taking place for the first time with enormous consequences. A 

commercial or trade business begins on a small scale growing and expanding successfully into a 

large business. Starting small and grow big. A large change. From a small staff to huge importance. 

Occurrences with momentous consequences. Business enlargement, extension. Development of a 

science. Far-reaching and expanded changes. Growing or extending in all directions. 

AS/HA 

Unpleasant acquaintances. Put under stress by others. Others are in need. Others resign, refuse, or 

are unable. The relation to servants and the socially inferior. Coming in contact with disagreeable 

things. Acquaintance with disagreeable people. Closely connected with the needy. Others display 

ugly. manners. Unpleasantness with other people. Experiencing envy and jealousy from others. 

Ugly surroundings. 

 

DIRECTED 22.5° 

JU 

Happiness, Success, Advantage, Money, Value, Capital, Possessions, Wealth, Contentment, 

Cheerfulness, Benevolence, Help, Order, Law, Justice, Abundance, Expansion, Positive, Cheerful, 

Harmonious, Friendly, Honest, Sincere, Just, Tactful, Handles money well, Calculating, Materialistic, 

Even-tempered, Agreeable, Candid, Fair. 

JU/AP 

Successful growth or expansion. Economic increase. High finance. Luck and happiness of many. 

Much happiness and grand joy. Fortune, success, honors. Luck and success in all peaceful 

enterprises. Good luck in science. Money through science or trades. Capital. Grand capital. The 

amount of money in circulation. 

AP 

Liberal, Peaceable, Versatile, Experienced, highly perceptive, Eager To Learn Harmony, peace, 

Scholarly, Business, Excess, Scattered, Eager to Learn, Great, Enormous, Receptive, Trade, Science, 

Commerce, Reputations, honor. 

SU/NE 
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Physical relaxation. Impressionable. Sensitivity. Delicate body. Infirmity. Lack of energy. Feebleness 

or sickness. Debility. Decay. Susceptible to infection and illness; drug or alcohol susceptibility. 

Physically weak and defenseless. Poor blood or blood diseases. Uncertain times. The psychic. 

(medium).The airplane. Not air balloon. Masses of water. 

MO/PL 

Fickleness of females. Development of the brain and glands. Cognition. Public changes. Unstable 

condition of the public. Hourly changes. Women or persons, the public who change, who show a 

different face, who change their character. 

 

DIRECTED 45° 

PO 

Doctrinaire, Spirit Conscious, Idealistic, knowledgeable, Genuine, Sincere, Open, Mentally 

resourceful, Understands theory, Think clearly, Divinely driven/inspired, Truth-seeking, Noble, Has 

Clear Ideas/Visions. 

MO/JU 

Fortunate and happy females. Contentment. Happy hours. Faith. The fortunate nation. Luck in 

public life. 

MO/AP 

Experience. Many hours. The masses. Multitude of people. Multitude of females. Spreading of a 

people. Many nations. Generous disposition of persons or women. People with a comprehensive 

range of thought. 

MC/ME 

Flexibility of the soul. Individual thoughts. Monologues. Business thoughts. One's own thinking. 

Making observations; meditate. Monologues or soliloquies. Mental attitude. The faculty of 

thinking. The mobility of thinking. Motor nerve messages. 

MC/CU 

One's attitude toward the community, the family and the arts. Family and community minded. 

Artistic treatment and taste. Public spirit. Attitude toward art or family. 

 

DIRECTED 67.5° 

ME/MA 

Self induced mental excitement. Argument. Energetic thought. Hasty and energetic action. Malice. 

Quarrelsome thoughts. Quarrels and debates. Critics. Activity of the brain. Power of thought. Clear 

and sharp thinking. Disputes. Criticism. Possibly a legal challenge. 

MA/CU 

Establishing married life. Active in a community. Artistic activities. Marriage intentions. Working 

artist. Work partnership. 
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ME/VU 

The power of thoughts. Agile. Mighty and fast motion. Great speed. Sports that require speed. The 

dominant mind. Strong opinion =AP/AR = AS/CU: a population explosion. 

CU/VU 

A political party. The influence and power of an association. The power of a community. Combined 

or collective power. Influence of a kind of art. Tremendous artistic abilities and talent. Power and 

influence in or through a community. Great organization. Might through unity. Important art. 

NO/SA 

Separations. Breaking off of connections or of other unions. Difficulties with commitments. 

Participating in separations. Severed ties. End of a connection. 

MO 

Archetypal Woman, Wife, Mother, Warm‐hearted, Cordial, Nurturing, Caring, Kind, 

Accommodating, Affectionate, Emotional, Moody, Woman, Mind, Emotional, Inner, People, 

Public, Hour, Silver, The anima, Warm, Intimate, Motherly, Caring, Merciful, Giving, Cozy, 

Unconcerned, Moody, Emotional, Personal temperament or disposition, The emotional 

realm, One's inner nature. 

NO/HA 

Poor associations. Unpleasant connections, associations. A mean act committed jointly. 

Connections begun under difficulties or with reluctance. Experiencing unpleasant things. 

Connections with poverty, vice, vulgarity. 

UR/AD 

Fissures. Cracks. Shreds. Sudden rupture-like separation. Shock commotion. Destruction through 

convulsive natural events. Earthquake. Breaking off. Breaking up. Breaking down. Tearing up. Rags. 

Murder. Convulsion. Separations by sudden breaks. 

MA/JU 

Joy of work. Fortunate acts or accomplishments. Lucky Deed. Joyous happenings. Betrothal. 

Fortunate deed. Creating something. Production. Procreation. Pregnancy. Generation. Children. 

Fruits and births. =SA: end of pregnancy. MA/JU/SU birth of A boy MA/JU/VE birth of A girl 

MA/JU/SA end of pregnancy. 

 

MA/AP 

The stock market. Commerce and scientific activity. Generous behavior. Peaceful, scientific and 

trade activity. Successful activity. An activity is expanded and enlarged. Stock market rises. 

Extended activity. Activity in handicraft or industry. 

KR/AD 

Odd character who leads a secluded life. Enormous depth. Cave or cleft. Differences in altitude. 

Hills. Mountains. Great difference in height. Fall from a great height. Fall of a ruler or government. 
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TRANSITS 0° 

UR/CU 

Sudden marriage. Sudden wedding. Sudden event in the family. 

AS/UR 

Sudden acquaintances. Excitement and accidents of or caused by others. To be the source of other 

people’s excitement or irritation. To provoke sudden reunions. 

MC/SU 

The connection or interaction between the body and the soul. The body and soul appearance of 

the “I”. The body’s capacity to react to the mind. 

MC/NO 

One's close personal connections. Soul unions. Inner bonds. 

 

TRANSITS 22.5° 

AS/AP 

Many acquaintances or clients. Familiar with many locations. Equalization of others. Acquaintance 

with representatives of commerce, trade and science. Interests that come from a distance. People 

located at a distance. People things or matters which are in another location, far away. Matters of 

only indirect concern. For the merchant, a growing customer base and the sale of merchandise. 

NE/ZE 

Provoking someone; enraging him and making him angry. Failure. Impotence. Scalds. To ignite 

something. Creative imagination. Wasted energies. Sterility. Without direction. Inflammable gas. 

Liquid fuel. Steam. Concealed weapons. Compelled to inflict losses. Offenses. Setbacks. Scalds and 

burns =MO/ME: Automobile. 

MO/PO 

Intellectually-elevated woman. The medium; a female medium. The influence of the spirit on the 

soul. Drawn to mental and spiritual subjects. Inner metaphysical soul/mind. Instinct. 

NE/PL 

Sneaking, unnoticeable transformation. Sneaking crisis. Unnoticed changes below the surface. 

Secrecies. Changes which are not noticed externally, or only recognized in the future. 

AR/CU 

Marriage, social affairs, art products. Sociability. Joint stock company. Art. Community culture 

groups. Clubs. Associations. Collections. 

 

TRANSITS 45° 

AS/SU 

Personal relationships. Physical relations to other people. 
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AS/NO 

Establishing connections. Acquaintances are made. Keeping in touch. Contact with the immediate 

environment. Limited contacts within the environment. The mediator, broker, agent. Boundary set 

by the environment. Links to the surroundings. 

MO/KR 

Independent woman. Directress. Female administrator. Female government employees. Female 

wardens, officials, authorities or high personage. Connection of females with the authorities. High 

minded, noble thinking woman. Landlady. Housewife. A leading or great nation. Relations to 

authorities. Office hours. Rank, grade. The leading or important people. Magistracy. 

HA/PO 

Secret doctrines. Secret sciences. Antiquated religions. Occult metaphysics. The spirit of the past or 

of antiquity. Private or hidden ancient belief systems. Personal superstitions. Negative expressions 

include mental and spiritual isolation; in some cases, mental deficiency, defects, stupidity or 

imbecility. 

AD 

Steady, Persistent, Focused, Deep, Self Disciplined, retrospective, interested in history, Karma, 

Deadlock, Bottleneck, Obstacle, Concentration, Profound, Concrete, The Past, and Old. 

 

TRANSITS 67.5° 

VE/CU 

Love marriage. Marital happiness. Pleasant company. Peaceful society or associations. Things we 

are pleased with. Pleasant company or social activities. Beautiful art creations. Beauty. 

ME 

Mind, thoughts, idea, language, perception, facial expression, intellectual, verbal, message, youth, 

movement, mercantile, enterprising, agile, conscious, thinking, entertaining, unsteady, nerves, 

mercury. Has business acumen, reason, and logic. 

CU/VU 

A political party. The influence and power of an association. The power of a community. Combined 

or collective power. Influence of a kind of art. Tremendous artistic abilities and talent. Power and 

influence in or through a community. Great organization. Might through unity. Important art. 

 

AS/VE 

Amorous, lovable acquaintances. Showing evidence of love. Harmonious relations to the place. 

Treated well by others. Others who long for the native. Personal love connections and love unions. 

Loving acquaintances. The skin, dermatitis. 

MC/AP 

The mental horizon. One's own life experience. 
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HA/KR 

Obliged to give up independence. Death and ruin in ruling circles. Immense baseness, meanness 

and vulgarity. Poverty, or want. Poor government. Plain clothes police. Chief investigator. Detective 

force. Corrupt officials. The basic formula for a criminal on a big scale. The mafia influence; 

gangster boss. 

AS/VU 

Experiencing violence from others. Others act violently. The superiority of others. Powerful, strong 

or forceful personalities in the environment. Surroundings occupied by great energies or powerful 

influences, whether natural or biological. 

 

Graphic-Chart – Triple Pattern: UR/HA: 

 

 

Triple Pattern: URANUS/HADES 

NATAL 0° 

JU/PO 

Wisdom. Intelligence. Reason. Right. Understanding. Common sense. Instinct. Insight. Intelligence. 

Conscience. Mental happiness. Justice. 

AP/PO 

People who think the same. People with similar destiny and outlook on life. Companions of destiny. 

Fellow sufferers. Comrades. Spiritual science. Metaphysics. Spreading of ideas. 

SU/AD 

The resting body. Body without motion (body in repose.) Day of death. Perseverance. Heaviness. 

Weight. Objects. Ground. Soil. Real estate. Landed property. Landscape. Homeland. That which is 

conservative. 
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MC/ZE 

One's own creative ability. The thirst for action. The urge to work. Passion for work. The urge to 

accomplish something, great feats. 

SU/SA 

Old man and old age. The serious man. Personal and physical hindrances and difficulties. Physical 

separations. 

SU/HA 

Carrier of secrets. The body's susceptibility to sickness. Decay of the body. Debility. Infirmity. The 

sick or ugly body. Diseased body. Deformed or mutilated body. Oppressed or hindered in 

developing one's body and personality. Pursued by misfortune. Physical troubles. Heavy rains. Cold 

with hailstorms. 

 

NATAL 22.5° 

HA 

Karma, Hidden, Unknown, Strange, Secret, Immaterial, Metaphysical, Past, Old, History, 

Inadequacy, Inconvenience, Impairment, Disadvantage, Renunciation, Deprivation, Lack, Loss, 

Poverty, Sorrow, Distress, Suffering, Danger, Disease, Repulsiveness, Lowliness, Filth, Rubbish, Evil, 

Derogatory, Negative, Abstract, Mysterious, Operates in the shadows, Misunderstood, Tardy, No 

concept of time, Unreliable, Begrudging, Envious. Private, Concealed, or hidden, Retrospective, Has 

a unique interest in the unknown, unfamiliar, hidden, metaphysical, and dark magic. Seriously 

concerns, Needs attention to details, Needs timing, Neglectful, Negative, Stuck in the past, Passive, 

Evasive, Envious, Unreliable, Needs to forgive, and Abuses trust if spiritually bankrupt, May need 

help, Excavation, Research, Antiques. 

NO/NE 

Avoiding one another. Psychic ties. Unreliable relationships. Dissolution of unions. Secret 

organizations. Connections with swindlers. Ties under false pretenses. Confused associations. 

MO/PO 

Intellectually-elevated woman. The medium; a female medium. The influence of the spirit on the 

soul. Drawn to mental and spiritual subjects. Inner metaphysical soul/mind. Instinct. 

AR/MC 

The relationship of the native toward the world in general The "I" is embodied on the earth. 

Particularities of the time (the moment) for souls in one place. The moment something happens to 

you on earth when using *AR - as the Solar Arc Sun * 
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NATAL 45° 

MC/UR 

One inclined to sudden decisions. An explosive manner. Having a mind to do something. 

Tenseness. Excited. Vibration. To show ambition. Sense of timing. Original, eccentric, different. 

Impatient with rules or laws. 

MC/KR 

To be independent. To direct and accomplish something. Authority. 

AS/NE 

Clarity is wanting in relationships. Deceived or avoided by others. Uncertain, insecure, doubtful, 

precarious, unsteady situations in relation to the place. Wrongly connected. Others are negative, 

irresolute, or prejudiced. Others say "NO". 

MA/PO 

Acting according to knowledge and understanding. Moral, mental or spiritual activity. Morality. 

Ethics. Moral behaviour. Questions of right and wrong. Value system. =ME/NE: truth is concealed; 

not recognized or veiled. =ME/HA: intentionally concealing truth; liar. =ME/NE/HA: hypocrite. 

 

NATAL 67.5° 

VE/AD 

Meditation. Repressed affections. Frigidity in love. Heartlessness. End of a love. Without sensation, 

without feeling, without heart, cold. Meditation. Death of a female person. Connected in love and 

friendship with few. To be particular [in choice], but true and deep in love and friendship. 

Unselfish. 

PL/PO 

Mental and spiritual transformation and development. Change in philosophy, in the view of life 

and of the world. [Changing one's thinking.] 

VE/SA 

Love's parting. Separation of love. Love's sorrow. Interrupted harmony. Hindered inclinations. 

Detached, inhibited or reserved in matters of affection. Passing affection. Illegitimate birth. In 

transit Saturn to Venus, former partner, older partner. 

VE/HA 

Immorality. Vulgar sensuality. Repulsiveness in love. Love worries. Grieving. Secret love. Dirty 

minded. Low, purchasable love. Sexual victims. Sterility (voluntary). Servitude (domestic servant). 

Domestic servant. Maidservant, waitress, server. Reproductive disorders. 
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DIRECTED 0° 

AS/UR 

Sudden acquaintances. Excitement and accidents of or caused by others. To be the source of other 

peoples excitement or irritation. To provoke sudden reunions. 

AS/KR 

Coming in touch with employees, officials, or authorities. Things which come to the native from 

above. Workman. Employee. Official. Others are superiors. Things on which one is dependent. 

Orders emanating from the authorities. 

PL/AD 

Repetitions. Magnify. Events taking place for the first time with enormous consequences . A 

commercial or trade business begins on a small scale growing and expanding successfully into a 

large business. Starting small and grow big. A large change. From a small staff to huge importance. 

Occurrences with momentous consequences. Business enlargement, extension. Development of a 

science. Far-reaching and expanded changes. Growing or extending in all directions. 

SU/ME 

A body in motion. Young body. The head. The nerves. Consciousness. Thoughts in general. Youth. 

 

DIRECTED 22.5° 

ME/HA 

Gravely worried. Negative dialogues. Sad news. Dirty thoughts. Ridicule. Dishonesty. Scorn -- 

abusive or insulting. The physician who attends to chronic diseases and weak, frail persons. Errors 

or mistakes. Silent with shame. Sad or laconic. Hidden thoughts. Ugly thinking. Stupid, malicious, 

vicious, drastic way of expression. Vulgar thinking. Very bad news. 

CU/HA 

Storage or supply. Stocking up, hoarding. Antique collection. Museums. Marriage in poverty. Poor 

family. Sad social circumstances. Socially low surroundings. Low and vile company sad, ugly 

environment. Inelegant art. Dirty, lowbrow art production. Paupers. Egoism. Poor and unfortunate 

associations, corporations, or societies. 

NO/ZE 

Connections with fire or machines. Procreation. Enthusiasm. Election. Selection. Joining together 

with others for creative accomplishment. Union for procreation. Union of fire. Work with kilns, 

stoves, or furnaces. Joining others in a plot. Impelled by curiosity everywhere. Jack of all trades. All-

rounder. Connections with machines or working people. 

JU/AD 

Rest. Happy in strained circumstances. Gladly spent money. Gains out of raw materials. 
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AP/AD 

Suspension of commerce, handcraft or trade. Science in a small circle, for only a few. Exclusive 

scientific circle. Stoppage in science, trades or industry. Contented, sufficient, satisfied,[satiated], 

saturated (gratified to excess). 

NE/PO 

Psychology. Refraction of light. Mirror. Looking glass. Reflected. Abstract things, matters, and 

affairs. Metaphysics. Reflection and contemplation. Spiritualization. Misrepresentation of facts, 

false pretenses, false ideas and views. The false credo. The wrong spirit. The wrong view of life. The 

wrong faith. Hypocrisy. Mirage. Blinding illusion. Enthusiasm. Fanaticism. Steam. 

JU/SA 

Ripe Old Age. Inconstant success. Successful separation. Separated from luck. Buildings. Change of 

residence. 

SA/AP 

Method. Education. The System. Teaching procedures. Teacher. Pupil. Training. Separation from 

many. Many separate or depart. A growing hindrance. 

 

DIRECTED 45° 

AR/NO 

Concerning female persons, people, and countries. Nations. Peoples. Public. 

AS/ZE 

Working and creating with others. Disputes. Threatened. Others are near. That which is in the 

immediate environment of the native. Under the pressure of others. Working in a manufacturing 

plant. Handling or have something to do with fire or machines. 

MO/AD 

Stillness. Inner contemplation. Narrow emotions. Narrow conditions. The closed or locked room; 

excluded from the public. In the eye of the camera. Dying populace. Crowded people. Stoic 

character. Death of the mother. Hour of death. Death of a nation. Inside, within, undercover. 

 

DIRECTED 67.5° 

NO/UR 

Sudden connections, unions, associations. Sudden events. Exciting connections. Sudden 

experiences. Unconventional associations. Eccentric relationships. 

NO/KR 

State, official, or diplomatic connections. Connections with the authorities. Coming into contact 

with authorities. In touch with courts or legal matters. Jury duty. 
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AR/AS 

Meetings/ Places. Locations. Acquaintances. The relationship of the location to the wider 

environment. The surroundings in relation in relation the world public. The terrestrial influences on 

the location. 

ME/VE 

Inclination for something. Beginning of an acquaintance. Thoughts of art. Artistic arrangement. 

Aesthetic taste. Artistic taste. Balance of form. Rhymes. Beautify. The beautiful woman. 

Acquaintanceship. Meeting or greeting others. Thoughts of love. Sales representative. 

VE/CU 

Love marriage. Marital happiness. Pleasant company. Peaceful society or associations. Things we 

are pleased with. Pleasant company or social activities. Beautiful art creations. Beauty. 

 

TRANSITS 0° 

UR/HA 

Distinctly marked loathsomeness or disgust. Sudden mean acts. Exciting damages. Accident. 

Murder. War atrocities. 

AP 

Liberal, Peaceable, Versatile, Experienced, Highly perceptive, Eager To Learn Harmony, peace, 

Scholarly, Business, Excess, Scattered, Eager to Learn, Great, Enormous, Receptive, Trade, Science, 

Commerce, Reputations, honor. 

JU/ZE 

Bringing good luck and benefits. Successful creation. Fortunate activity. Beneficial acts. Obliged to 

give. Fortunate in connections with machines. Prolific seed. 

JU/PL 

Fortunate change, development or alteration. Healthy growth. Rehabilitation, recovery. 

AR/MO 

Meetings/ Places. Locations. Acquaintances. The relationship of the location to the wider 

environment. The surroundings in relation in relation the world public. The terrestrial influences on 

the location. 

 

TRANSITS 22.5° 

JU/PO 

Wisdom. Intelligence. Reason. Right. Understanding. Common sense. Instinct. Insight. Intelligence. 

Conscience. Mental happiness. Justice. 
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AS/AD 

Few acquaintances. Narrow or limited surroundings. Settled. Stationary. Other people are inferior 

and have to yield. Others retire or withdraw; or are pushed into the background, made to feel 

inferior. Narrowed surroundings. Decrease. 

AR/NE 

Daydreams. Disappointments. General poisonings. Blood poisoning. 

AS/MA 

Co-workers. Actions and deeds of others or with others. Excitement. Made angry by others. A 

fight, a row. Handled energetically, leading eventually to violence. Strife. Arguments. Excitement. 

Others are active. 

SU/AP 

A day of glory. Many people (bodies). Physical expansion and success. Successes. Fame. Honors. 

The successful man. The man who finds recognition. Days devoted to peaceful matters and days 

which bring success. Commerce, business people, science. 

NO/AP 

Broad range of connections (foreign). Scientific, commercial or industrial connections. Important 

ties made for business. Successful relationships. Union, connection with many. Freedom. Freedom 

of expansion and association. 

AR/HA 

General poverty. General misfortune. Tribulations. Plagues. Coal mines. Decaying situations. 

Grievances. Catastrophes. 

 

TRANSITS 45° 

MO/VE 

The love or affection of women. Feeling. Love. The loving woman. Hours of live. Pregnancy. 

Motherhood. (Nurturing and caring). The people’s love. 

SA/CU 

Separations and changes in marriage, family, or partnership. Changing from one partnership to 

another. Corporate losses. Losses in art trade. 

MO/VU 

Very influential females. Representing the executive. The mighty mind. Powerful. Consciousness of 

power. Huge sensation. Causing a sensation. Public and female influence. The superior. Personage 

of public might. The executive power. Mighty nation. 

ME/NE 

Rambling talk. Illogical thinking. Confusion. Lies. Uncertainty. Want of clarity. Intuitive thinking. 

Fancy. Imagination. Wealth of thought. Introspective. Poetic. Science-minded. 
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AS/SA 

Separations from the place or acquaintances. Estrangement. Experiencing refusal. Given the cold 

shoulder. Separation from other persons. Other persons bidding farewell. Spartan surroundings. 

Simplicity. 

SU 

Archetype Male, Human, Person, Creature, Body, Appearance, Life, Vitality, Heart, Cell, Matter, Day, 

Year, Gold, Energetic, Tireless, Brisk, Powerful, Assertive. 

SU/NO 

Physical unions. Connections with the public. To be a witness. 

 

TRANSITS 67.5° 

MO/UR 

Excitement. Nervousness of females. Eventful hours. Awaken. Arouse. Excite. Vibrating motion. 

Interest. Attention. Restlessness of the body and the mind. Ambitions. Energetic, ambitious 

woman. Hour of tension. Eventful hour. Uproar of the populace. 

VE/HA 

Immorality. Vulgar sensuality. Repulsiveness in love. Love worries. Grieving. Secret love. Dirty 

minded. Low, purchasable love. Sexual victims. Sterility (voluntary). Servitude (domestic servant). 

Domestic servant. Maidservant, waitress, server. Reproductive disorders. 

ZE 

Creativity, Achievement, Work, Activity, Employment, Goal, Direction, Beginning, The present, 

Proximity, Procreation, Compulsion, Actual, technique, Fire, Shot, Energetic, Determined, Assertive, 

Creative, Instant, Suggestive, Reckless, Aggressive. 

PL/ZE 

Duty bound. Increase in accomplishment. Increasing creative power, or its development. Starting 

something new. Attending to duty. Increase of duties. Increase of efforts. Transformations in the 

immediate vicinity. 

HA/VU 

Brute force. The power of evil. Wickedness. Ugliness. Vices. Grave danger. Raw force. Criminals. 

Mean and brutal acts. Capital crimes. Murder. Slavery. Demonic forces. "The dark powers". 

PL 

Change, Transformation, Upheaval, Turnaround, Conversion, Transformation, Change, Renewal, 

Moment, New, Metamorphosis, Adaptable, Evolvable, Mutable, Volatile, Unstable, Adaptable, 

Development skills, Capable at converting or transforming, Inclined to change, Seeks exchanges, 

Compulsive about, Changes, Can be untrustworthy, Subject to reversals. 

MC/AD 

One's firmness, perseverance and steadfastness. To be insensible, apathetic and hard hearted. 
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MC/MA 

Self-will, energy. The urge for action. One's own action. Making arrangements or giving orders to 

others. To orchestrate events. An agitated mind. Psychically active. Energy. Pulling oneself together. 

 

 

Graphic-Chart – Triple Pattern: MA/SA: 

 

Triple Pattern: MARS/SATURN 

NATAL 0° 

HA/VU 

Brute force. The power of evil. Wickedness. Ugliness. Vices. Grave danger. Raw force. Criminals. 

Mean and brutal acts. Capital crimes. Murder. Slavery. Demonic forces. "The dark powers". 

SU/PL 

The motion of the body (exercise). The circulation of fluids. The function of the internal organs. 

Physical development, growth and regeneration of the body. Changed function of the glands and in 

the circulation of the fluids. Physical mutation, change. Nutrition. The assimilation of nourishment. 

Changes in living conditions and diet. 

 

NATAL 22.5° 

MO/VE 

The love or affection of women. Feeling. Love. The loving woman. Hours of live. Pregnancy. 

Motherhood. (Nurturing and caring). The people’s love. 
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ME 

Mind, thoughts, idea, language, perception, facial expression, intellectual, verbal, message, youth, 

movement, mercantile, enterprising, agile, conscious, thinking, entertaining, unsteady, nerves, 

mercury. Has business acumen, reason, and logic. 

ME/CU 

Thinking of the family. Marriage intentions. Artistic taste. Artistic considerations. Speech, Music. 

Social conversation. Creative hands. 

CU 

Cliques, Marriage, Family, Together, Contacts, Relationships, Community, Society, Circle, Group, 

Participant, Company, Party, Association, Collection, Synthesis, The whole, Organs, Symbiosis, Art, 

Person, Sociable, Sociable, Collective, In need of Connection, Sociable, Entertaining, Capable of 

Synthesis, Artistically talented. Involved with others, People Oriented, Companionable, Enjoys 

contact. Sociable, Public-spirited, Group-oriented, Clannish. 

ZE/PO 

Purposeful, motivated mentality. Mental work and creation. Mental leadership. Leading and 

organizing. A witness to something. To attest to or testify, prove. The conviction, the formal proof, 

the evidence. The certificate or report of a test. 

ME/JU 

Acquisitiveness. Talkativeness. Loquaciousness. Speaker. Fluency. Talent for speaking. Positive, 

healthy dialogue. Optimist. Happy mood. Joy. Cheerful mood. 

ME/AP 

Scientific thinking. Knowledge of languages. Science of languages. Thoughts concentrated on 

commerce and earnings. Scientific thinking. Business talks. Speaking. Oral. 

JU/CU 

Happiness in married life. Good luck in associations and in the arts. Family happiness. Fortunate or 

successful partnership. Happy and successful community. Sociability. Art with success. Feeling of 

happiness in or through company. Money through members of the family. Money through 

marriage. Money or gains through arts. 

 

NATAL 45° 

SU/MO 

Partnerships. Parents, friendships. Marriage. The hour of the day. Mental temperament. Man –to- 

woman relationship man and woman as husband and wife. The day and hour during transits (the 

course of the day). Physical relations to women. High tides raised by a storm (tidal phenomena), 

when connected with configurations pointing to catastrophes. 

VE/MA 

Relationship. Intimate friendship. Sexual activity. Acting with devotion, out of love for the cause. To 

enjoy something. Actions of love. Blood brothers. 
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AR/PO 

Spirit. Ideas, ghosts, and spirits. Spirituality. The world of the intellectually enriched and civilized. 

The enlightened minds in/of the world. (Media, propaganda). 

VE/VU 

Passionate love. The biological urge in man. Immense power of attraction. The power of emotion. 

Mighty love. Ardent desire. Bold passion. 

NE/AD 

Solidification. Freezing. Ice formation. Thawing. To soften, or harden. Narcotics. Poisons. Deadly 

poison or drinks. Decay, decline, shrinkage. Lack of water. Lack of air. Cold air, ice, turning into ice. 

Changing from one state to another. Change of aggregate condition. 

 

NATAL 67.5° 

MC/AD 

One's firmness, perseverance and steadfastness. To be insensible, apathetic and hard hearted. 

VE/PL 

Considerate. Thinking of the well-being of others. Beginning, harmonious development of love and 

affection. Development of a wish, of a hope. Giving in. Glandular development. 

UR/PO 

Illumination. Light. Enlightenment. Elucidation. Clarification. Clearing. Insight. Even-handed. 

Revelation. "Let there be light." Mentally alert. Signs of life. Lively or alive. Mental tension. Truth. 

The light bearer. Phosphorus. Propaganda. Moving pictures. Television. Even-handed. =NE/SU=MC: 

photographer. 

KR/PO 

An immense intellect. High standard of mentality. A person who is near God. Moral behavior. 

Important revelation. The wise person. High-mindedness and intellectual greatness. Culture. 

Cultured government or administration. 

MC/SA 

Thoughtful, serious or slow. Mournful states or afflictions. To feel a burden. To take over a duty. 

Depression, inhibition, loneliness, depression or dejection. To separate. To slow down or hinder 

others. To feel deserted. Taking a new direction in life. Wanting to change jobs. Out of a job. 

SU/MA 

The man. The husband. The active man. The soldier. 

MC/HA 

Easily offended. Inclined toward serving others. Victimized people. Grief through deficiencies 

causes the feeling of inferiority. Business losses. To have secrets. Ill humored, bereavement and 

grief. To do without. Meanness. Vices. Feeling disgusted. Pursued by misfortune =AS/KR=KR/AP: To 

be deeply in debt. 
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SU/VU 

The muscular power of the body. Strength. Vitality. Physical strength. Feeling powerful. 

DIRECTED 0° 

ME/VU 

The power of thoughts. Agile. Mighty and fast motion. Great speed. Sports that require speed. The 

dominant mind. Strong opinion =AP/AR = AS/CU: a population explosion. 

CU/VU 

A political party. The influence and power of an association. The power of a community. Combined 

or collective power. Influence of a kind of art. Tremendous artistic abilities and talent. Power and 

influence in or through a community. Great organization. Might through unity. Important art. 

NO/SA 

Separations. Breaking off of connections or of other unions. Difficulties with commitments. 

Participating in separations. Severed ties. End of a connection. 

MO 

Archetypal Woman, Wife, Mother, Warm-hearted, Cordial, Nurturing, Caring, Kind, 

Accommodating, Affectionate, Emotional, Moody, Woman, Mind, Emotional, Inner, People, Public, 

Hour, Silver, the anima, Warm, Intimate, Motherly, Caring, Merciful, Giving, Cozy, Unconcerned, 

Moody, Emotional, Personal temperament or disposition, The emotional realm, One's inner nature. 

NO/HA 

Poor associations. Unpleasant connections, associations. A mean act committed jointly. 

Connections begun under difficulties or with reluctance. Experiencing unpleasant things. 

Connections with poverty, vice, vulgarity. 

UR/AD 

Fissures. Cracks. Shreds. Sudden rupture-like separation. Shock commotion. Destruction through 

convulsive natural events. Earthquake. Breaking off. Breaking up. Breaking down. Tearing up. Rags. 

Murder. Convulsion. Separations by sudden breaks. 

MA/JU 

Joy of work. Fortunate acts or accomplishments. Lucky Deed. Joyous happenings. Betrothal. 

Fortunate deed. Creating something. Production. Procreation. Pregnancy. Generation. Children. 

Fruits and births. =SA: end of pregnancy. MA/JU/SU birth of A boy MA/JU/VE birth of A girl 

MA/JU/SA end of pregnancy. 

MA/AP 

The stock market. Commerce and scientific activity. Generous behavior. Peaceful, scientific and 

trade activity. Successful activity. An activity is expanded and enlarged. Stock market rises. 

Extended activity. Activity in handicraft or industry. 

KR/AD 

Odd character who leads a secluded life. Enormous depth. Cave or cleft. Differences in altitude. 

Hills. Mountains. Great difference in height. Fall from a great height. Fall of a ruler or government. 
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JU/VU 

Tremendous success and good luck. Optimism and confidence. Beneficial energy. Successful power. 

Success by force. The power of money and finances. Remarkable luck or confidence. Huge 

optimism. Very influential financial power. Excellent credit. 

AP/VU 

Great experience. Strongest success and prosperity. Wealth. Extensive expansion. The science of 

power. 

 

DIRECTED 22.5° 

AS/SA 

Separations from the place or acquaintances. Estrangement. Experiencing refusal. Given the cold 

shoulder. Separation from other persons. Other persons bidding farewell. Spartan surroundings. 

Simplicity. 

VE/NE 

Renouncing love. Misfortune in love. Untrue love. Perversion. Abnormality. Secret love. Rapture. 

Sensitive. Renouncing, false or unhappy love. Deceptive hopes. Hidden and secret feelings, 

sensations, or sentiments. Wrong sex instinct. Disappointment in love. Deceived in one's affections. 

JU/PL 

Fortunate change, development or alteration. Healthy growth. Rehabilitation, recovery. 

PL/AP 

Repetitions. Magnify. Events taking place for the first time with enormous consequences . A 

commercial or trade business begins on a small scale growing and expanding successfully into a 

large business. Starting small and grow big. A large change. From a small staff to huge importance. 

Occurrences with momentous consequences. Business enlargement, extension. Development of a 

science. Far-reaching and expanded changes. Growing or extending in all directions. 

AS/HA 

Unpleasant acquaintances. Put under stress by others. Others are in need. Others resign, refuse, or 

are unable. The relation to servants and the socially inferior. Coming in contact with disagreeable 

things. Acquaintance with disagreeable people. Closely connected with the needy. Others display 

ugly. manners. Unpleasantness with other people. Experiencing envy and jealousy from others. 

Ugly surroundings. 

MO/MA 

Working hours. The energy of females. Working people. Consciousness. The active brain. Working 

processes in the brain. Acts of volition. The sweetheart. The wife. The active person. The 

household. The industrious or efficacious populace. The mobility of the brains. An active woman. 
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DIRECTED 45° 

AP 

Liberal, Peaceable, Versatile, Experienced, Highly perceptive, Eager To Learn Harmony, peace, 

Scholarly, Business, Excess, Scattered, Eager to Learn, Great, Enormous, Receptive, Trade, Science, 

Commerce, Reputations, honor. 

SU/NE 

Physical relaxation. Impressionable. Sensitivity. Delicate body. Infirmity. Lack of energy. Feebleness 

or sickness. Debility. Decay. Susceptible to infection and illness; drug or alcohol susceptibility. 

Physically weak and defenseless. Poor blood or blood diseases. Uncertain times. The psychic. 

(medium). The airplane. Not air balloon. Masses of water. 

MO/PL 

Fickleness of females. Development of the brain and glands. Cognition. Public changes. Unstable 

condition of the public. Hourly changes. Women or persons, the public who change, who show a 

different face, who change their character. 

ZE/AD 

To tackle a problem. Struggling activity. Battling all the way through. First beginning, the act of 

originating, genesis. To work on, to shape, form raw materials. All beginning is difficult. Tragedy. 

Lava. Igneous rock. Interior of the earth. Raw materials from mines, ore. Manufacturing and 

refining raw materials. 

 

DIRECTED 67.5° 

MO/JU 

Fortunate and happy females. Contentment. Happy hours. Faith. The fortunate nation. Luck in 

public life. 

MO/AP 

Experience. Many hours. The masses. Multitude of people. Multitude of females. Spreading of a 

people. Many nations. Generous disposition of persons or women. People with a comprehensive 

range of thought. 

MC/ME 

Flexibility of the soul. Individual thoughts. Monologues. Business thoughts. One's own thinking. 

Making observations; meditate. Monologues or soliloquies. Mental attitude. The faculty of 

thinking. The mobility of thinking. Motor nerve messages. 

MC/CU 

One's attitude toward the community, the family and the arts. Family and community minded. 

Artistic treatment and taste. Public spirit. Attitude toward art or family. 
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AR/AD 

Base origin. Raw materials. Rest. Standstill. Death on this earth. Cessation. Circulation. Raw 

materials. Resistance all around. Shrinkage. Reduce, decrease, compress, condense, compact. 

Depth, deep under. 

 

 

TRANSITS 0° 

ME 

Mind, thoughts, idea, language, perception, facial expression, intellectual, verbal, message, youth, 

movement, mercantile, enterprising, agile, conscious, thinking, entertaining, unsteady, nerves, 

mercury. Has business acumen, reason, and logic. 

CU/VU 

A political party. The influence and power of an association. The power of a community. Combined 

or collective power. Influence of a kind of art. Tremendous artistic abilities and talent. Power and 

influence in or through a community. Great organization. Might through unity. Important art. 

AS/VE 

Amorous, lovable acquaintances. Showing evidence of love. Harmonious relations to the place. 

Treated well by others. Others who long for the native. Personal love connections and love unions. 

Loving acquaintances. The skin, dermatitis. 

MC/AP 

The mental horizon. One's own life experience. 

HA/KR 

Obliged to give up independence. Death and ruin in ruling circles. Immense baseness, meanness 

and vulgarity. Poverty, or want. Poor government. Plain clothes police. Chief investigator. Detective 

force. Corrupt officials. The basic formula for a criminal on a big scale. The mafia influence; 

gangster boss. 

AS/VU 

Experiencing violence from others. Others act violently. The superiority of others. Powerful, strong 

or forceful personalities in the environment. Surroundings occupied by great energies or powerful 

influences, whether natural or biological. 

 

TRANSITS 22.5° 

AS/UR 

Sudden acquaintances. Excitement and accidents of or caused by others. To be the source of other 

people’s excitement or irritation. To provoke sudden reunions. 
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MC/SU 

The connection or interaction between the body and the soul. The body and soul appearance of 

the “I”. The body’s capacity to react to the mind. 

MC/NO 

One's close personal connections. Soul unions. Inner bonds. 

 

TRANSITS 45° 

NE/ZE 

Provoking someone; enraging him and making him angry. Failure. Impotence. Scalds. To ignite 

something. Creative imagination. Wasted energies. Sterility. Without direction. Inflammable gas. 

Liquid fuel. Steam. Concealed weapons. Compelled to inflict losses. Offenses. Setbacks. Scalds and 

burns =MO/ME: Automobile 

MO/PO 

Intellectually-elevated woman. The medium; a female medium. The influence of the spirit on the 

soul. Drawn to mental and spiritual subjects. Inner metaphysical soul/mind. Instinct. 

NE/PL 

Sneaking, unnoticeable transformation. Sneaking crisis. Unnoticed changes below the surface. 

Secrecies. Changes which are not noticed externally, or only recognized in the future. 

AR/CU 

Marriage, social affairs, art products. Sociability. Joint stock company. Art. Community culture 

groups. Clubs. Associations. Collections. 

 

TRANSITS 67.5° 

AS/SU 

Personal relationships. Physical relations to other people. 

AS/NO 

Establishing connections. Acquaintances are made. Keeping in touch. Contact with the immediate 

environment. Limited contacts within the environment. The mediator, broker, agent. Boundary set 

by the environment. Links to the surroundings. 

MO/KR 

Independent woman. Directress. Female administrator. Female government employees. Female 

wardens, officials, authorities or high personage. Connection of females with the authorities. High 

minded, noble thinking woman. Landlady. Housewife. A leading or great nation. Relations to 

authorities. Office hours. Rank, grade. The leading or important people. Magistracy. 
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HA/PO 

Secret doctrines. Secret sciences. Antiquated religions. Occult metaphysics. The spirit of the past or 

of antiquity. Private or hidden ancient belief systems. Personal superstitions. Negative expressions 

include mental and spiritual isolation; in some cases, mental deficiency, defects, stupidity or 

imbecility. 

AD 

Steady, Persistent, Focused, Deep, Self Disciplined, retrospective, interested in history, Karma, 

Deadlock, Bottleneck, Obstacle, Concentration, Profound, Concrete, The Past, and Old. 

JU/NE 

Lucky mood. Easily made money. Material success. Money losses. Shortage of money. "Easy come 

easy go." Imagined happiness. Uncertain possession. Speculations. Questionable conclusions. 

Incorrect analysis. False echo. False diagnosis. =SU/MO: money shortage. 

MA/AD 

Special work. Grave hindrances in the activity. End of an action. Terror, suppression. Very cold. 

Specialism. Narrowing of the field of activity. Oppression. Wreckage and ruins. Terror. Specialist. 

Special work. Stock market drop. Decrease of work. Throttling, suppression, terror, rawness, 

crudeness, rocks, fragments, debris, to wreck. 

MC/UR 

One inclined to sudden decisions. An explosive manner. Having a mind to do something. Tenseness. 

Excited. Vibration. To show ambition. Sense of timing. Original, eccentric, different. Impatient with 

rules or laws. 

 

 

Graphic-Chart – Triple Pattern: MO/AD: 
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Triple Pattern: MOON/ADMETOS 

NATAL 0° 

JU/VU 

Tremendous success and good luck. Optimism and confidence. Beneficial energy. Successful power. 

Success by force. The power of money and finances. Remarkable luck or confidence. Huge 

optimism. Very influential financial power. Excellent credit. 

AP/VU 

Great experience. Strongest success and prosperity. Wealth. Extensive expansion. The science of 

power. 

PL 

Change, Transformation, Upheaval, Turnaround, Conversion, Transformation, Change, Renewal, 

Moment, New, Metamorphosis, Adaptable, Evolvable, Mutable, Volatile, Unstable, Adaptable, 

Development skills, Capable at converting or transforming, inclined to change, Seeks exchanges, 

Compulsive about, Changes, Can be untrustworthy, Subject to reversals. 

SA/UR 

Quarrels. Sudden separation. Parting and death. Inflexibility. 

SA/KR 

Separation from the father. Losses or separations through the authorities. Old gentleman. High age. 

Late fulfillment. Long time or duration. Great hindrance. Ruling and independent persons impeded. 

Loss of sovereign persons. Losses suffered by the authorities. A great landowner or a person 

urgently requiring help. Evictions. Banishments. Late. 

UR/HA 

Distinctly marked loathsomeness or disgust. Sudden mean acts. Exciting damages. Accident. 

Murder. War atrocities. 

AS/SU 

Personal relationships. Physical relations to other people. 

HA/KR 

Obliged to give up independence. Death and ruin in ruling circles. Immense baseness, meanness 

and vulgarity. Poverty, or want. Poor government. Plain clothes police. Chief investigator. Detective 

force. Corrupt officials. The basic formula for a criminal on a big scale. The mafia influence; 

gangster boss. 

MC/MO 

Opinions and judgments concerning females. Relations with females and the public. The 

psychological influence of women. One's own mind. Releases the minute. The female influence 

upon the animating human principle. 
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NATAL 22.5° 

MO/MA 

Working hours. The energy of females. Working people. Consciousness. The active brain. Working 

processes in the brain. Acts of volition. The sweetheart. The wife. The active person. The 

household. The industrious or efficacious populace. The mobility of the brains. An active woman. 

MO/VU 

Very influential females. Representing the executive. The mighty mind. Powerful. Consciousness of 

power. Huge sensation. Causing a sensation. Public and female influence. The superior. Personage 

of public might. The executive power. Mighty nation. 

 

NATAL 45° 

ZE/AD 

To tackle a problem. Struggling activity. Battling all the way through. First beginning, the act of 

originating, genesis. To work on, to shape, form raw materials. All beginning is difficult. Tragedy. 

Lava. Igneous rock. Interior of the earth. Raw materials from mines, ore. Manufacturing and 

refining raw materials. 

NO/VE 

Love ties. Pleasant connection. Love unions. Flirting with someone. 

SA/ZE 

Separating from one's work, or accomplishments. Fire losses. Occurrences without consequences. 

Hindered activity. Events which bring about separations. Bequeathing. Perseverance. Oppression. 

Anxiety, anguish, obstacles, and hindrances in activity or work. Separation from or interrupted 

activities. Production losses. Breakdown of machines. 

MA 

Animus, Work, Activity, Occupation, Action, Execution, Resolution, Impulse, Activity, Will, Energy, 

Struggle, Man, Animus, Emphasized, Will, Emphasized, Ready for action, Assertive, Unrestrained, 

Aggressive, Actual, Iron. Pain: Inflammatory, Piercing, Stabbing, Cutting. Ready for action, 

Industrious, Needs self-control, Inconsiderate. 

ME/NE 

Rambling talk. Illogical thinking. Confusion. Lies. Uncertainty. Want of clarity. Intuitive thinking. 

Fancy. Imagination. Wealth of thought. Introspective. Poetic. Science-minded. 

NE/CU 

Grief in marriage or in societies. Unfortunate parents. Dissonances in the family or in associations. 

Shortage in housing. The process of dissolution in marriage or partnership. Art dwindling or dying 

away. 

HA/ZE 

Poverty. Baseness. The deteriorating powers of the past. Garbage. Dirt. To hesitate. Delay. 
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MA/VU 

Mighty activity. Energetic forces in action. Mechanical power. Muscular strength. Great effort. 

Violent action. Exercise. 

 

NATAL 67.5° 

AR/AD 

Base origin. Raw materials. Rest. Standstill. Death on this earth. Cessation. Circulation. Raw 

materials. Resistance all around. Shrinkage. Reduce, decrease, compress, condense, compact. 

Depth, deep under. 

SU/NO 

Physical unions. Connections with the public. To be a witness. 

MA/PL 

Working on schedule. Multitasking. Organizing one's work. Planning. (Blueprints) Duplicates, to 

copy, repeat, to multiply. Leading, supervising. Alteration in the activity of one's work and in the 

working conditions. Change in the occupation. Dividing, splitting, branching off. 

AS/VE 

Amorous, lovable acquaintances. Showing evidence of love. Harmonious relations to the place. 

Treated well by others. Others who long for the native. Personal love connections and love unions. 

Loving acquaintances. The skin, dermatitis. 

AR/SA 

Parting, separation, death. Property losses. General losses. 

PL/VU 

Quick transformation. Mighty change in circumstance occurring with much rapidity. Unhealthy, 

rushed development. Hothouse development. Forced development. Changes are too rapid or too 

swift. 

AR/HA 

General poverty. General misfortune. Tribulations. Plagues. Coal mines. Decaying situations. 

Grievances. Catastrophes. 

MC/JU 

Well-wishing and benevolent. Harmless, good natured or contented. Blissful feelings. To be 

delighted, contented. Having a healthy sense of direction in life. 

MC/AP 

The mental horizon. One's own life experience. 
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DIRECTED 0° 

HA/PO 

Secret doctrines. Secret sciences. Antiquated religions. Occult metaphysics. The spirit of the past or 

of antiquity. Private or hidden ancient belief systems. Personal superstitions. Negative expressions 

include mental and spiritual isolation; in some cases, mental deficiency, defects, stupidity or 

imbecility. 

NO/JU 

Fortunate associations; fortunate unions. MC- General popularity. To be well liked. AR - Good 

relationships. 

NO/AP 

Broad range of connections (foreign). Scientific, commercial or industrial connections. Important 

ties made for business. Successful relationships. Union, connection with many. Freedom. Freedom 

of expansion and association. 

ME/UR 

Inspiration. Orders (commands) Telegrams. Logical thinking. Logic. Good mathematician. 

Revolutionary thoughts. Original. Inventive, Rhythmic. Excited way of speaking. News. Resourceful. 

Clever. 

UR/CU 

Sudden marriage. Sudden wedding. Sudden event in the family. 

ME/KR 

Noble thinking. The legal mind. High-mindedness. Grand ideas. Lofty mental qualities. The kernel 

formula for a serious spiritual leader. Honesty. Official letters. Court decision. Decrees orders. 

Disposals The inquiring power of the state. Grand ideas. 

CU/KR 

Concerning the head of the family. Representing greatness in art. The talented master artist. 

Serious art and artists. Art protector. Patron. Distinguished or illustrious society or company. Large 

corporation or enterprises. Meetings of heads of state. License bureaus. Marriage office. Registry 

offices. United States or United Nations. 

 

DIRECTED 22.5° 

MC 

Soul, Psyche, Level of consciousness, The EGO, Me, The individual, My inner Being. Nature. My 

direction, Aim in life. “Where am I going?” My goals. “I aspire”. The character of the essence of a 

city in geographical astrology. “The minute” in timing of events. 

MA/NE 

Actions produce poor results. Inability to carry out plans. Hindered, prevented, denied. Rejection. 

Failures. Destruction. Infection. 
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AS/JU 

Fortunate acquaintances. Happy relations to the surroundings. Luck with other people; or other 

people's luck (fortune). Experiencing good deeds from others. Natural locations, beautiful 

surroundings. 

AS/AP 

Many acquaintances or clients. Familiar with many locations. Equalization of others. Acquaintance 

with representatives of commerce, trade and science. Interests that come from a distance. People 

located at a distance. People things or matters which are in another location, far away. Matters of 

only indirect concern. For the merchant, a growing customer base and the sale of merchandise. 

MO/NO 

Starting acquaintances with female persons. Relating to things influenced by the moon. Women 

among themselves. Women's unions and associations. Much change in connections. People's 

association. Mass meetings. Alliance of nations. Immune system. . =VE/MA: the wife. 

NE/VU 

Sensibility. Power one cannot hear or see. The might of the fine material forces. To resign. Without 

power, might, strength, or influence. An extraordinary deception or disappointment. 

 

DIRECTED 45° 

NE/PL 

Sneaking, unnoticeable transformation. Sneaking crisis. Unnoticed changes below the surface. 

Secrecies. Changes which are not noticed externally, or only recognized in the future. 

VE/PO 

Spiritualized love. Religiously inclined. Inclinations for mental or spiritual things. Platonic love. 

Faith. Religion. Love related to a worldwide concept. In harmony with the infinite. Harmony as the 

entity of things. Mental harmony. 

ME/ZE 

Creative thinking. Thinking that aims at something. Inventions. An order that has been complied 

with. To command. Decrees. Laws. To pass sentence. Threatening. Dictator. 

CU/ZE 

Agent for artists. Matrimonial agent. Artistic activity. Appearance of a new art form. Foundation of 

a corporation or new society. Marriage or family unit. Military organization. 

AS/MO 

Acquaintances with female persons. The people in the immediate surroundings. Brought into the 

public by others. Women in the family or environment. 
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DIRECTED 67.5° 

AR/ME 

General thinking (of the masses or the world at large). The general public opinion. Motion. News. 

AR/CU 

Marriage, social affairs, art products. Sociability. Joint stock company. Art. Community culture 

groups. Clubs. Associations. Collections. 

SU/PO 

The astral body. The higher nature. A delicately formed body. One's own spirit. Spiritualization of 

the body. The astral body. The man who becomes spiritualized, who turns to spiritual things. 

Ghosts. 

TRANSITS 0° 

SU/JU 

The wealthy and successful man. The physically happy man. The cheerful man. 

AR/KR 

The power of authority. Great powers, nations, and governments. Major world or international 

events. Officials, the state and/or important power. Dominion, area of rule, country. 

NO/JU 

Fortunate associations; fortunate unions. MC- General popularity. To be well liked. AR - Good 

relationships. 

MA/NE 

Actions produce poor results. Inability to carry out plans. Hindered, prevented, denied. Rejection. 

Failures. Destruction. Infection. 

VE/PL 

Considerate. Thinking of the well-being of others. Beginning, harmonious development of love and 

affection. Development of a wish, of a hope. Giving in. Glandular development. 

ZE/VU 

Tremendous drive. Working productively. Incredible creations. Machine power. Mighty controlled 

and focused power. Regulated power. Horsepower. Natural forces. The force of external 

circumstances. All forces are directed to one point. Remarkable natural forces. Mammoth 

eruptions or explosions. Huge wars. Organized and directed forces Electrical energies. 

PL/VU 

Quick transformation. Mighty change in circumstance occurring with much rapidity. Unhealthy, 

rushed development. Hothouse development. Forced development. Changes are too rapid or too 

swift. 
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ME/PO 

Spiritualized thinking. Thoughts. Ideals. Mental or spiritual perception. Proposing or presenting 

ideas. The elevated mentality. 

HA/AD 

Deep sadness. Pessimism. Coldness. Deep dislike. Aversion. Antipathy. Distaste, revulsion. 

Scantiness. Frugality. Prehistoric time. The distant or remote past. Remote antiquity. Unreliable and 

lacking firmness. Negligence. To stunt or shrivel.[Pruning. Withering.] Attrition, remorse, penance. 

Old materials. Worn out materials. Lack of raw materials. Raw materials from old materials or junk., 

Default, dodge payment. 

MA/HA 

Exhausting work. Evil deed. Fatigue. Weariness. Atrocity. Vulgar acts. To cause damages. Base 

services. Male servant. Slaves. Sudden attacks. Murder. Homicide. Unusual death. Serious sickness. 

Faulty or bad actions. Villainy and base action. Physical brutality. Attacks. Victims. 

TRANSITS 22.5° 

UR/PL 

Sudden changes, transformations or mutations. Explosions. Mutations. Bound. To leap. 

MC/CU 

One's attitude toward the community, the family and the arts. Family and community minded. 

Artistic treatment and taste. Public spirit. Attitude toward art or family. 

VE/JU 

Lover's bliss. Rapture of joy. Goldsmiths. Happiness in love. Fortunate in love. 

SA/NE 

Losses, or separation through deception or fraud. Theft, losses. Habit. Things of long duration. 

Sickness. Treacherous diseases. Chronic ill health. Pestilence. Plague. Persistently bad conditions. 

Fraud. 

ME/KR 

Noble thinking. The legal mind. High-mindedness. Grand ideas. Lofty mental qualities. The kernel 

formula for a serious spiritual leader. Honesty. Official letters. Court decision. Decrees orders. 

Disposals The inquiring power of the state. Grand ideas. 

JU/VU 

Tremendous success and good luck. Optimism and confidence. Beneficial energy. Successful power. 

Success by force. The power of money and finances. Remarkable luck or confidence. Huge 

optimism. Very influential financial power. Excellent credit. 

MC/AS 

Attitude. One's position toward others. Social and vocational relationships. One's relationship to 

others. Joining with others for a common professional objective. Psychological influence of other 

people. The vocational, professional and social relations to the closer surroundings. Motivation and 

resource. 
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TRANSITS 45° 

JU/UR 

Sudden strokes of good luck (windfalls). Material success. Sudden luck; or misfortune if Jupiter is 

posited in poor pictures. Fortunate events. 

AR/ZE 

Machines operated by steam; railroads. The laws and forces of nature. General urge to activity. 

Controlled fire. Conflagrations and wars. War powers. Procreation. 

AR/PL 

General perception and understanding of/in the external world. How the world is developing. To 

customize (as an individual). Metamorphoses. General changes, alterations and modifications. A 

“push” in one’s development. Comprehensive. 

TRANSITS 67.5° 

AR/PO 

Spirit. Ideas, ghosts, and spirits. Spirituality. The world of the intellectually enriched and civilized. 

The enlightened minds in/of the world. (Media, propaganda). 

AS 

The immediate environment. You, The other, Partner, Companion, Colleague, Contact, 

Acquaintance, Person, Related, Milieu, Place (the location). The immediate environs - Others, 

Colleagues, Associates, Contacts - Acquaintances , Surroundings, This place, The current location. 

MO/AD 

Stillness. Inner contemplation. Narrow emotions. Narrow conditions. The closed or locked room; 

excluded from the public. In the eye of the camera. Dying populace. Crowded people. Stoic 

character. Death of the mother. Hour of death. Death of a nation. Inside, within, undercover. 

MO/MA 

Working hours. The energy of females. Working people. Consciousness. The active brain. Working 

processes in the brain. Acts of volition. The sweetheart. The wife. The active person. The 

household. The industrious or efficacious populace. The mobility of the brains. An active woman. 
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Graphic-Chart – Triple Patterns: MA/UR, UR/HA, MA/SA, MO/AD: 

 

 

 

 


